
        
 

 

 
July 16, 2012 
 
Standard & Poor’s 
55 Water Street 
New York, NY 10041 
 
Request for Comment: CMBS Global Property Evaluation Methodology 
 
On behalf of the more than 100,000 members of the Appraisal Institute (AI), American Society of Farm 
Managers and Rural Appraisers (ASFMRA), Appraisal Institute of Canada (AIC), and The European 
Group of Valuers’ Associations (TEGOVA), please accept these comments in response to the request for 
comment on the Standard and Poor’s (S&P) “CMBS Global Property Evaluation Methodology,” 
(Methodology) published June 4, 2012.  
 
We have reviewed the Methodology and it appears to be a healthy exercise in the evaluation of a portfolio 
of loans. Overall, we urge ratings agencies to scrutinize collateral valuation procedures employed by 
financial institutions participating in the capital markets, as this scrutiny is critical to reinforcing the 
importance of credible appraisals.  
 
However, a number of questions relating to the proposed Methodology come to mind from a valuation 
perspective. As we offer below, we believe that these concerns would be addressed if S&P integrated a 
similar Methodology utilized in Residential Mortgage Backed Securities (RMBS) in the area of 
Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (CMBS), specifically, the use of third party due diligence firms 
staffed by professional designated real estate appraisers. On this point, please consider the following:    
 

 On a property level, what is the source of the income and expense information for each 
property?  If not the owner/developer, then the analyses tend to be “pro-forma” rather than 
actually reflecting the experience of the property.  Paragraph (P) 21 indicates “most recent rent 
roll or other statement of rental income available for a property and considering local market 
conditions.”  This is positive, but typically a three-year period of income and expenses would be 
preferred.  “Adjusting” revenues needs to be done with knowledge of a particular market and 
property type. 

 The proposal notes the heterogeneous makeup of the pools.  This is certainly problematical from 
an analysis perspective as regards the previous question.  Even within property types (i.e., multi-
family, retail, office, industrial) there can be significant variances, which make income and 
expense projections very subjective and overall capitalization rate analysis even more subjective. 

 Section 3 – Capital Items.  This tends to be a regional or even local consideration.  In some areas 
and for some property types, capital items are deducted prior to capitalization (above the line), 
and others in a cash flow analysis afterward (below the line).  Depending on the nature and 
source of the capitalization rate(s), this can significantly impact value. 

 There are two other approaches to value: it appears that S&P is assuming that all of the 
properties in the pool will be income-producing.  Properties that are not income producing (i.e., 
owner occupied) and even those that are should be considered from at least a market/sale price 
perspective.  After all, that should be the primary source of the capitalization rates.  P48 indicates 
cap rates will be obtained from “market data;” most of the sources are either survey-conductors or 
CoStar.  The latter is, at least in some markets, less than reliable.  Survey information can be 
informative, but not in lieu of market-derived cap rates. 
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Overall, we have a general concern about who perform these analyses.  S&P appears to have done a 
good job of summarizing the chart of accounts in a reconstructed operating statement for real property 
income analysis, but as an appraiser, this is like a non-accountant performing tax work. Real estate is 
local, and market and geographic competency are critical in real estate valuation. We believe that the 
ratings information would benefit tremendously by the addition of local market expertise.  
 
One way to accomplish this is to utilize third party due diligence firms to supplement ratings information. 
Such firms, which employ professional designated real estate appraisers and valuers, could review loan 
level data, compliance with underwriting guidelines, property valuation review and originator regulatory 
compliance. S&P currently utilizes third party due diligence information in the area of RMBS review, 
stating that “using third-party due diligence results in our rating analysis will increase transparency and 
strengthen the rating process.

1
”    

 
We believe that it would have similar benefits with regard to commercial real estate and CMBS, 
specifically, increasing insight into the quality and validity of the information used to originate mortgage 
loans pooled into securities.  
 
As one example, the proposed CMBS Methodology states: 
 

S&P derives S&P Cap Rates for the five major property types primarily by using market data; 
however, the interest-rate environment and commercial real estate market conditions also factor 
into the determination of capitalization rates. The market data utilized to derive S&P Cap Rates 
for the U.S. considered intervals of 5, 10, 20, and 30 years using multiple data sources, including, 
but not limited to, CBRE Econometric Advisors, Real Capital Analytics, CoStar Group, and the 
National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries. 

 
While the data service providers described above are good for establishing a starting point for valuation 
purposes, our members report significant concern with the reliability of such data services in local real 
estate markets. Often, these data services report incorrect information, or report incomplete information 
about properties. Here, use of third party due diligence firms may help bridge this gap and provide local 
market expertise and data verification, which can be used to help improve and enhance the ratings 
process.  
 
Similarly, S&P’s proposed Methodology also delves into the area of capitalization rates, stating: 
 

Broadly speaking, the capitalization rates used in property analysis (S&P Cap Rates) are average 
long-term rates that encompass an entire real estate cycle. Therefore, S&P Values will generally 
differ from point-in-time market values. 
 

This point is not entirely clear, as market-derived cap rates ostensibly account for “real estate cycles,” at 
least as perceived by the purchasers of the properties. This statement would be enhanced if the value 
was determined as of an effective date, rather than a nebulous point in time. This too could be provided 
by third party due diligence firms.  
 
Additional Improvements 
Beyond integration of third party due diligence firms, we believe that the Methodology could be enhanced 
by inclusion of a grading system for portfolios that have and do not have credible appraisal/valuation 
reports completed by professional real estate appraisers/valuers. We understand many ratings agencies 
automatically downgrade loan pools that fail to have credible appraisals on file. For instance, Fitch’s “U.S. 
RMBS Originator Review and Third-Party Due Diligence Criteria” automatically downgrades loans to a 
grade “C” that fail to include supportable appraisals. Conversely, loans that have thoroughly prepared 

                                                
1
 See, “RMBS: Incorporating Third-Party Due Diligence Results Into The U.S. RMBS Rating Process,” 

November 25, 2008.  Available at 
http://www.standardandpoors.com/prot/ratings/articles/en/us/?articleType=HTML&assetID=12453351919
44  

http://www.standardandpoors.com/prot/ratings/articles/en/us/?articleType=HTML&assetID=1245335191944
http://www.standardandpoors.com/prot/ratings/articles/en/us/?articleType=HTML&assetID=1245335191944
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appraisals are graded “A.” Such methodologies also review originator processes and controls supporting 
collateral valuation procedures. These controls evaluate such things as the independence of collateral 
valuation functions, including appraisal review, and the originator’s commitment to training staff and its 
willingness to provide senior management oversight of staff activities. All of these factors are of equal, if 
not greater, importance in CMBS transactions, and we urge S&P to include such criteria in its final 
Methodology.  
 
Further, as part of this enhancement effort, we believe that S&P could develop appraisal review criteria 
relating to the appraisal itself, not just the originator processes and controls. The real estate appraisal and 
valuation profession has a rich body of knowledge regarding appraisal review, including professional 
designation programs, education materials and publications. These materials could be used to establish 
guidelines for appraisal review criteria, including elements relating to the sales comparison, cost and 
income capitalization approachs, the reconciliation process, or contingent and limiting conditions, and 
certification statements, to name a few topics. 
 
Lastly, currently missing from the Methodology is who will evaluate the income streams and debt service 
coverage ratios. Will the issuer, underwriter or the seller be tasked with these responsibilities?  Here, 
again, we suggest that third-party due diligence firms that employ commercial appraisers should evaluate 
these criteria.  
 
Conclusion 
We have provided responses to the specific questions sought in the proposed Methodology, which is 
found below.  
 
Moving forward, we would be pleased to work with S&P on establishing a workable framework involving 
third party due diligence information in supplementing and enhancing rating information. This includes 
successfully resolving any potential concerns about disclosure of such information. Our members own 
and operate some of the largest commercial real estate valuation and advisory practices in the world, and 
are well-positioned to provide cost-competitive services to S&P.  
 
Thank you, in advance, for the opportunity to provide comment. Please contact Bill Garber, Appraisal 
Institute Director of Government and External Relations, at 202-298-5586 or 
bgarber@appraisalinstitute.org, if you would like to discuss this idea further, or have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
//c 
 
Appraisal Institute 
American Society of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers 
Appraisal Institute of Canada 
The European Group of Valuers’ Associations 
 
Cc:  David A Mollin, S&P New York 
 Peter Eastham, S&P, S&P New York 
 Robert Leach, S&P, S&P London 
 Takenari Yamamoto, S&P Tokyo 
 Narelle Coneybeare, S&P Sydney  
  Kurt C Pollem, CFA, S&P New York 
  James C Digney, S&P New York 
  Barbara Hoeltz, S&P New York 
  Eric Gretch, S&P New York 
  Gary T Carrington, S&P New York 

mailto:bgarber@appraisalinstitute.org
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Responses to Specific Questions 

Question: What is your view of the cash flow adjustments described in the proposed criteria? What is your 
opinion of the capacity of these adjustments to normalize the effects of short-term temporary fluctuations 
in property cash flow on the overall S&P NCF calculation?  

Response: Use of adjustments is a noble attempt to analyze properties in a CMBS pool. However, 
without a three- to five-year operating history of the property, market-based capitalization rates, 
and geographic knowledge of the market and property type within which the property operates, 
the adjustments may be too subjective to have practical and reliable use. 

 

Question: Are there any significant cash flow adjustments that you believe should be added to the 
proposed criteria?   

Response: No.  But whoever does the analysis should have familiarity with the market being 
analyzed; some properties and locations exhibit income/expense patterns that vary from market 
to market. 

 

Question: Do you believe that use of sustainable long-term NCF and a direct capitalization approach to 
value is appropriate?   

Response: Yes, but not in a vacuum.  Direct capitalization relies on market data; the sales used to 
derive capitalization rates should also be considered in the valuation of the properties. 

 
Question: By utilizing expected-case property values, the stresses associated with the various rating 
categories will be applied in the context of transaction-level analysis. In light of this framework, do you 
believe using an expected-case calibration for value (including the derivation of S&P NCF and the 
capitalization rate) is appropriate?   
 
Response: Yes, but again not without the analyst having sufficient data to rate the “stress” level, 
and both subject matter and geographic competency to apply the analyses. 
 
 

 


